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The Questions of  
Mobile Data Collection

The WHYs of  Mobile Data Collection 
The first question that should be asked when considering adopting mobile technology for data 
collection is Why? There are several dimensions of  this question that each organization should 
ask itself  before adopting any new tool or data collection methodologies.  These questions should 
be raised while designing any monitoring and evaluation framework and especially when 
considering adding mobile technology into the mix. !
Why adopt ICTs for Monitoring and Evaluation at all?  
If  your current method of  data collection is meeting your needs, all stakeholders are satisfied with 
these methods, the collected data is adequate to inform programming decisions, and if  funding is 
not a concern, then there may be no need to add or switch to digital forms of  data collection. If  
you need to increase the amount of  data being collected without hiring or training more staff  or 
increasing time allotted for data collection, if  you need to collect audio/visual/GPS data, or if  
you need to have the data instantly viewable by geographically dispersed parties, these may be 
good reasons to add mobile technology to your M&E frameworks. !
Is mobile technology is right for this M&E framework, why or why not?  
When deciding whether to make an investment in mobile technology tools for M&E, it is 
imperative that you have a clear purpose for your M&E project and that you have a 
comprehensive understanding of  how you hope to achieve the project goals BEFORE you begin 
reviewing tool options. Focus on creating a clear and holistic M&E plan first, then add tools that 
will meet your needs which may or may not include mobile tools, don't start with the gadgets. It is 
especially important to clarify what types of  data and how much you intend to collect at this time. 
This will help you to sort through and weed out tools that do not meet your requirements.  !
Why are you using ICTs in M&E? 
Be realistic. Are you doing M&E to improve impacts for the target community, or is it for the 
donors? Who is using the data and for what purpose? Tailor your data collection accordingly. The 
focus should be on helping local staff  to do their job and improve impact, and following that, the 
data that you collect can be adapted to showcase findings for the donors.  Similarly, who is 
suggesting that mobile technology should be adopted? Is this coming from field staff  who are 
looking to improve data collection methods or is it coming from donors who want to be part of  a 
new trend? !
Where is the drive for mobile data collection coming from, and why?  
The push for ICT and integration of  mobile tools often comes from donors who may not 
understand the program context as well nor whether or not the adoption of  technology is 
necessary or will really be useful at all. However, because donors like to see more data and more 
reporting, the move toward mobile data collection is becoming much more common. However, 
the initial investment that needs to be made in training and testing new technology can be quite 
high, in addition to the fact that this time will likely be taken out of  time spent on program  
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implementation itself. For resource-constrained organizations the trade-offs might not be worth it. 
It is important to have open and honest communication about the needs versus the extra 
investments required to make such a change. !
Why ICTs - could you innovate or strengthen existing methods/processes? 
In most cases, ICTs are being used as an adaptation of  current M&E methods. Is this the most 
useful method of  data collection, or could we be more innovative in the ways that we are 
collecting data and using ICTs to collect and access different types of  data and information? 
Whatever happens, at the very least we must avoid complicating matters by adding confusing 
technology that may or may not be better than traditional methods.  Sometimes the greatest gains 
can be made simply by strengthening local M&E capacities in general. And without existing 
strong M&E skills and capacity, adding new tools for data collection will only result in more and/
or different types of  data being collected, maybe not as effectively as possible and not necessarily 
with better or different results. !
Why are you collecting this specific data and what will you do with it?  
Be very careful that the main purpose for adopting ICTs for M&E is not simply to collect more 
data. Fewer, quality indicators can will yield clearer, actionable results which will ultimately be 
more useful than tons of  data collected on vague or unrelated indicators. In addition, clear and 
concise reporting is less likely to be generated from excessive data collection. Think not only about 
what data you would like to collect but how exactly it will be used. If  the purpose of  mobile data 
collection is for multiple parties to have immediate access to data, then whatever data is being 
collected ought to be clear and actionable or the real-time benefits will be negated. And finally, 
when possible, consider how the reports and recommendations generated from this data can be 
incorporated into a feedback loop so that all stakeholders are aware of  the results of  their 
participation. !!!

The WHOs of  Mobile Data Collection 
At this point you are clear on why you want to integrate mobile data collection into your M&E 
frameworks. Now you need to consider both who will be doing the data collection as well as who 
will be impacted by it. Who are the stakeholders? !
Who will be affected and how?  
How will adopting mobile technology affect impacted groups? Who will benefit? Will some 
benefit more than others? How might gender, ethnic, or religious groups be affected differently? 
Are there any negative impacts potentially associated with the use of  mobile technology and who 
would they affect? Are there issues of  power and resource access that need to be considered? !
Who will use the data? 
When it is not clear how the data will be used or who will see it, it is difficult to create buy-in and 
encourage participation and data sharing. You need to be reasonable with the amount of  data 
being collected and be clear about who is using it and how. Continue to revisit these questions 
during the design phase as well as during implementation to be sure you are on track.
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From whom are you collecting data?  
Consider the community. Is the data you are collecting going to be useful for them? Do they have 
access to technology? If  you have improved efficiency of  data collection does that mean you are 
going to collect more data, more often? If  so, are you placing undue burden on community 
members who are already often time poor in addition to resource poor?  If  participation is 
important to your organization, then consider whether and how the community would like to 
participate as well as what the costs of  participation will be to them. Any barriers to involvement 
that already existed will likely still exist and there may be added barriers to participation that 
come with the integration of  mobile technology. Understanding your audience is key. Who do 
you need to hear from in order to effectively monitor and evaluate the program? Will technology 
encourage access to and participation from these individuals? You need to understand issues of  
power, literacy, access, language, cultural and religious barriers, and general capacity in order to 
make a decision about how and what kind of  technology will be incorporated in the data 
collection process. Will they have access to the final data or reports? What incentives do they 
have to participate? !
Who is collecting the data? 
A simple but important question to consider is what capacity field staff  have for collecting data 
and with what level of  technology? Will mobile data collection methods empower or exclude 
certain groups? What incentives or disincentives exist to the uptake of  mobile data collection 
tools? Will this new technology create an unnecessary extra time-burden for field staff  or will it 
enable them to better perform program activities? Understand the trade-offs that exist for those 
doing the data collection and integrating this new technology. And remember, having technology 
will not make up for a lack in M&E training and understanding. You must know how to design 
and conduct effective M&E activities first, and then adapt these for use with mobile technology. 
Despite the fact that you may be able to more efficiently collect large amounts, if  you are not 
able to effectively collect the right kinds of  data to answer the right kinds of  questions, or if  you 
do not have the experience to process and analyze it, then it will not be useful. !!!

The WHEREs of  Mobile Data Collection 
Once you are clear on why you are adopting mobile technology for your M&E framework as well 
as which stakeholders will be affected and how, you have to consider the location where the 
mobile technology will be implemented. The specific geographical context as well as ICT 
limitations will ultimately affect which tools you are able to adopt and which will best meet your 
needs. !
What are the connectivity and power issues in your field locations?  
There are various mobile technology tools available and they all have different connectivity and 
power requirements, so you will be able to narrow your options down when you know what the 
situation will be in the field where you will be collecting data. It will still be necessary to test these 
tools in the field before to discover and work around any unforeseen difficulties that may arise. As 
with the participatory design process, adoption of  a particular kind of  mobile technology for 
reporting purposes depends heavily on the local context and input from beneficiaries and field 
workers if  it is to be successful.  
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To what extent should you adopt mobile technology for your specific context? 
Based on the context of  the community in which you are working, taking into consideration 
issues of  access, literacy, capacity, connection, and electricity among others, you will have to 
determine to what level it makes sense to integrate ICTs. Deciding whether to switch over 
completely to ICTs vs. integrating some ICTs with traditional paper based methods depends fully 
on the country and individual context. !!!

The WHATs of  Mobile Data Collection 
At this point it is time to start asking more specific questions about the types of  data you will be 
collecting, as well as the context in which you will be using this new mobile technology. In 
addition you will begin to think about existing capacities that can be strengthened and to what 
extent and level will you integrate mobile technology into your frameworks? !
What context-specific information do you need to have before making a decision? 
Well before choosing a mobile tool or a combination of  them, you must understand the context 
and do an analysis of: available network coverage in the areas where you will be working, comfort 
and experience level of  mobile device users, data plans and costs, security issues and 
management, and internal and external technical support required (PACT guide). !
What type of  data will you be collecting? 
Outline what type of  data you will be collecting, and decide which would be appropriate to 
collect using mobile technology and which are better collected using other methods. Do not force 
mobile technology onto all of  your M&E activities, it won't always work, and sometimes face-to-
face and paper methods are the best for the job! Also consider whether there are other types of  
data which you would LIKE to collect but have not and whether this can be facilitated by mobile 
technology. !
What kind of  data might you be leaving out? 
We often focus on results-based data and finding countable and easily quantifiable data to 
measure, to the detriment of  rich qualitative information.  By choosing certain tools or methods 
are you potentially leaving out qualitative data or indicators that might be more difficult to 
measure?  Because ICTs are so popular and have been shown to be more efficient that traditional 
paper data collection methods in many cases, it is tempting to fully adapt M&E frameworks to 
the digital world - but these methods so far are heavily quantitative in design, which is of  course 
important, but it discourages including qualitative measures in data collection - which can be 
equally as important. If  you cannot find creative ways to adapt ICT to qualitative data collection, 
then traditional methods should be integrated alongside digital methods to capture this data. Can 
you find appropriate ways to integrate both quantitative and qualitative data into your 
frameworks? !
What existing skills or program should you capitalize on? 
Lots of  different tools have a range of  capabilities, but if  you know how to use Excel, this can be 
more universally recognized and adapted for use with most of  the available tools - investing in
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learning how to use Excel to meet your needs can be well-worth the time and complements 
mobile technology adoption. 
	  
What is the most appropriate mobile technology level to support the process? 
Based on the context of  the community in which you are working, taking into consideration 
issues of  access, literacy, capacity, connection, and electricity among others, you will have to 
determine to what level it makes sense to integrate ICTs. Deciding whether to switch over 
completely to ICTs vs. integrating some ICTs with traditional paper based methods depends 
fully on the country and individual context. !!!

The HOWs of  Mobile Data Collection 
Now that you are clear on the reasons for using mobile technology as well as how it will affect 
your stakeholders and what their intended uses will be, you can consider how you plan to 
implement these technologies. What strategies will you use to ensure the successful adoption of  
mobile technology? !
How will you ensure that you are meeting ethical and security standards? 
Especially when collecting data via SMS or other methods of  direct communication with 
beneficiaries, all ethical stands still apply. Beneficiaries still ought to be informed about where 
data is going and how it will be used as well as how their personal identifiers will be kept secure.  
Can you ensure that telecommunication companies will also protect the privacy of  
beneficiaries? This especially important in situations of  higher vulnerability and risk. Above all, 
make sure you are not putting anyone at risk through the use of  mobile technology. !
How will you test your mobile technology in an M&E context? 
"Select an important but modest project to start with and pilot in one location – get it right and 
work out the glitches before expanding to a second tier of  pilots or expanding widely. Have a 
fully functional model to share for broad buy-in and collect some hard data during the pilot to 
convince people of  adoption. The first ICT initiative will be the most important.  If  it is 
successful, use of  ICTs will likely spread throughout an organization.  If  the first initiative fails, 
it can significantly push back the adoption of  ICTs in general. For this reason, it’s important to 
use your best people for the first effort. Teamwork and/or new skill sets may be required to 
improve ICT-enabled M&E. The “ICT4D 2.0 Manifesto” talks about a tribrid set of  skills 
needed for ICT-enabled programs." -- Linda Raftree (http://ht.ly/k9qiG) !
How will you clearly present the case for this new technology and make sure you 
have the adequate staffing capacity to use and maintain it? 
Support for the uptake of  mobile technology and buy-in from all stakeholders is critical for its 
successful integration into an M&E framework. If  there is not consensus around the adoption 
of  mobile technology, then perhaps more conversations need to be had about the reasons for 
resistance.  These reasons need to be addressed. Even when there is support and buy-in, there 
needs to be adequate funding and expertise available within the organization to properly 
implement the technology. If  there is not a staff  person or staff  people with sufficient previous
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ICT knowledge, then there needs to be time and resources to train them. And finally, there 
need to be systems and processes in place to review the functionality of  the technology and to 
maintain it throughout the life of  a project. Don't forget to ask for help when you need it! There 
is a growing body of  resources available online for organizations using mobile technology for 
data collection. During the pre-testing phase it is advisable to have a project manager in place 
with patience and some technical knowledge to navigate the different complications as they 
arise. !
How can you make sure that the new framework design is both robust and 
flexible? 
It is important to come up with a framework for conducting new methods of  mobile data 
collection, as well as to pre-test them to make sure that they are working as we expect them to. 
However, flexibility and adaptability are paramount  to finding the most effective ways of  
getting at the most relevant data. The people conducting M&E activities in the field will know 
how the original data collection design could best be modified to do the best job, and as such it 
is important to consult with them throughout the process and to identify areas for change/
improvement. During the testing and early adoption phase, it is critical to build in plenty of  
stakeholder feedback sessions about what is working, what isn't, why, and what changes should 
be made to the process. !
How can you be certain that you have chosen the right tool(s) for the job? 
Even if  on the surface, keeping country and program context in mind, one or more ICT tools 
seems like a good match for a specific data collection initiative, there are many small details that 
will need to be worked out before one can be certain that this tool is indeed a good match. For 
this reason it is important to run a small-scale pre-test of  the technology itself, to identify all of  
the potential stumbling blocks and address these details before investing time and money in 
hardware/software/training, etc.
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Overview: 

FrontlineSMS  is free, open-
source SMS-messaging software 
that runs on a laptop connected 
to a GSM modem, a mobile 
phone, or an online SMS (or 
text message) service. It enables 
users to send, receive and 
manage SMS over a mobile 
network with no need to be 
connected to the Internet. 
Users pay the standard text 
messaging charges through 
t h e i r m o b i l e 
provider.  FrontlineSMS  also 
distr ibutes a free mobile 
app,  FrontlineForms, that runs 
on low-end feature phones and 
allows users to complete and 
send SMS forms without the 
use of  the Internet. With over 
43,000 downloads and users in 
over 135 countries, the software 
has a wide user base and active 
support forum, and is in 
con t inu ing deve lopment . 
F r o n t l i n e S M S  r u n s o n 
Windows, Mac and Linux and 
supports export to .csv and .pdf  
as well as web connections. 
Setting up a hub with a modem 
can require some trial and 
error. 

Type of  data to collect: Direct from 
beneficiary, SMS messages, quantitative, 
individual tailored communications, sensitive 
information, short surveys, one-time or 
reoccurring assessments, mobile campaigns, 
emergency response/crisis management, 
limited facility audits. Complexity level 
supported: Low  !
Cost: Software free and open-source, 
cost of  GSM modem, cost of  text 
message, cost of  server set up (for 
larger projects with large amounts of  
data).  !
Software/Hardware Requirements: Host 
computer (laptop or desktop) acts as server, 
GSM Modem, Java-enabled feature phone (if  
deploying Frontline Forms), all cellular devices 
compatible for communications with 
Frontline.  See device guide for additional 
info:  
http://devices.frontlinesms.com/pub  
  
Connectivity Required: Basic 
cellular network.  

FrontlineSMS, v. 1.6 
Website: http://www.frontlinesms.com/
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Benefits 
	 •	 Does not require an active internet to function          
	 •	 SMS communications to all types of  phones          
	 •	 Direct Communication with beneficiaries: increases access to certain          

populations and likelihood of  accurately reporting sensitive information 
	 •	 Can link directly to data mapping service Ushahidi          
	 •	 Keywords/triggers forward urgent texts directly to local service provider;          

includes automated responses/forwarding/email/add and remove contacts 
from groups. 

	 •	 Export data to Excel          
	 •	 Cheap method for pre-testing data collection on mobile tech before scaling up          

to pay services. 
	 •	 Supports (10) different languages and scripts          !

FrontlineSMS, v. 1.6 
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Limitations !
	 •	 Does not support long surveys              
	 •	 Requires basic literacy if  using direct          

communication 
	 •	 Requires the use of  an enumerator for:          

administering surveys OR explaining the 
participatory process 

	 •	 If  there is unreliable cellular service or access          
to electricity, beneficiary participation may be 
impaired 

	 •	 Data visualization tools not included.          
	 •	 Data stored on dedicated server (or computer)          

cannot be viewed from remote locations and is 
vulnerable to loss or damage if  the server is 
compromised 

	 •	 If  the host server/computer is off  or SMS          
credit runs out, data will not be received. 

	 •	 Not all devices (modems/phones) used to send          
SMS will support all functions of  the program 
or FrontlineForms software. See list of  
compatible devices. 

	 •	 If  direct interaction with users is desired (2-         
way communication), beyond basic data 
collection, must have a dedicated staff  person 
to monitor and respond to incoming messages. 

	 •	 Direct program support is not available, only          
user community forums. 

	 •	 Requires that all participants have consistent          
access to a mobile phone. 

	 •	 Must collect and aggregate all participants          
phone numbers before beginning process OR 
distribute GSM phone number to 
communities to contact if  they wish to “opt-
in”. 

	 •	 Requires some technical knowledge to set up          
or extra time to learn and train. 

FrontlineSMS, v. 1.6 
Who should use it:   

• Organizations with very 
limited financial and 
technical resources; 
Campaigns looking to 
reach a large segment of  
the population with 
short blasts of  
information or short text 
and respond surveys.  

• Best for use if  targeting 
the general population 
of  a geographically 
bound area; or if  
program beneficiaries 
have already agreed to 
participate in data 
collection activities/ 
mobile campaigns and 
have pre-registered 
phone numbers with the 
organization.   

• Ideal for sending out 1-
way reminders, tips, and 
advice; rapid data 
collection of  1-2 
variables; collecting 
sensitive information 
from marginalized 
populations who might 
not otherwise be 
comfortable speaking 
out; connecting 
individuals with service 
providers.  
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Case Study  

SMS Helps Improve Services after Pakistan Floods - Strengthening Participatory 
Organization (SPO), Popular Emergency Policy Lab -    

http://www.frontlinesms.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/
frontlineSMS_Pakistan_Floods_280513.pdf

FrontlineSMS, v. 1.6 
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Overview: 

FrontlineCloud lets you easily 
send, receive, and manage 
SMS messages and data from 
anywhere in the world. 
FrontlineCloud makes life 
simpler with a quick set-up 
process, many ways to connect 
to mobile networks, and all of  
the sophisticated data 
management available 
through the cloud. It brings 
the convenience of  the web to 
text message communications, 
all for a low monthly rate. 
FrontlineCloud offers the same 
basic features as FrontlineSMS 
with a more intuitive user-
interface and data collection 
and storage in the cloud 
instead of  on your computer 
or dedicated storage. 

A 30-day trial of  
FrontlineCloud is free, and 
opening a new account only 
takes a few minutes 

Please note: FrontlineCloud is 
currently in beta, meaning it is 
in a testing stage of  
development. It is not a 
finished product and may have 
bugs. Therefore, the company 
cannot take responsibility for 
loss of  data or malfunction of  
the product.

Type of  data to collect: Direct from 
beneficiary, SMS messages, Individual/tailored 
messages, Quantitative, Sensitive Information, 
Emergency response /Crisis management, 
Mobile Campaigns, One-time or limited 
reoccurring assessments. Complexity level 
supported: Low. 

!Cost: $10 monthly subscription, software free 
and open-source, cost of  text message, cost of  
Android phone (for routing text messages if  not 
using a virtual phone number or web-based 
aggregator).  

  Software/Hardware Requirements: No 
server requirements, No software download 
required, web-hosted account, Android phone 
connected to local network for routing text 
messages OR web-based aggregator (such as 
Twilio or Clickatell) OR a virtual number, 
personal data analysis software. 

  Connectivity Required: Internet connection 
to access cloud database, basic cellular network. 

  

Frontline Cloud 
Website: http://www.frontlinesms.com/
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FrontlineCloud
Benefits 

• SMS communications to all types of  phones. 

• Direct communication with beneficiaries: increases access to certain populations and 
likelihood of  accurately reporting sensitive information. 

• Keywords/triggers forward urgent texts directly to local service provider; includes 
automated responses/forwarding/add and remove contacts from groups.  

• Includes automated responses, automated forwarding/email, automated adding to 
specific group/removal from group - based on Keyword.  

• Export data to Excel. 

• Cheap method for pre-testing data collection on mobile tech before scaling up to pay 
services.   

• In-house, free troubleshooting and support services offered.  

• Live data aggregation (or when mobile device connects to service). 

• Cloud storage makes data accessible from any location by multiple users. 

• No technical knowledge required to set up account and begin data collection. 

• Search function allows you to look for specific messages/keywords within date range 
or contact group, or by specific contact.   

• Basic data visualization tools integrated. 

• Can link directly to data mapping service Ushahidi.
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FrontlineCloud
Limitations 

• Current version does not support:  
• Contact sub-groups  
• Frontline Forms  
• Limits ability to send SMS surveys with 

multiple questions/response sections per text.  
• Translation Manager  
• Auto-forward to Email  
• Reminders  !• Does not support long surveys 

• Requires that participants possess basic literacy 
skills and consistent access to mobile phones. 

• Field staff  time for initial collection of  phone 
numbers and to explain participatory process. 

• If  there is unreliable cellular service or access 
to electricity, beneficiary participation may be 
impaired.  

• Data analysis tools not available, very limited 
visualization tools.  

• Requires internet connection to send messages. 
If  connection unavailable, messages will be 
held in a queue until a connection is available.  

• If  direct interaction with users is desired (2-way 
communication), beyond basic data collection, 
must have a dedicated staff  person to monitor 
and respond to incoming messages as well as a 
reliable and secure internet connection. 

• If  keywords are set-up in an open poll, all 
incoming messages with those keywords will 
automatically be routed into the poll section, 
NOT to the inbox. However, these can be 
moved to the inbox if  they are incorrectly filed.  

Who should use it:   

• Organizations with very 
limited financial and technical 
resources; Campaigns looking 
to reach a large segment of  the 
population with short blasts of  
information or short text and 
respond surveys.  

• Best for use if  targeting the 
general population of  a 
geographically bound area; or 
if  program beneficiaries have 
already agreed to participate in 
data collection activities/ 
mobile campaigns and have 
pre-registered phone numbers 
with the organization.   

• Ideal for sending out 1-way 
reminders, tips, and advice; 
rapid data collection of  1-2 
variables; collecting sensitive 
information from marginalized 
populations who might not 
otherwise be comfortable 
speaking out; connecting 
individuals with service 
providers, emergency 
response/disaster scenarios 
(assuming cell towers are 
functional). 

Case Study  

Project Backpage- Sexual 
Exploitation Outreach with 
Text Messaging in Edmonton, 
Canada.
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Overview: 

Magpi is the most widely used 
mobile data collection and 
messaging system in the 
international development sector, 
and is widely used in other sectors as 
well — with over 27,000 users in 
more than 170 countries worldwide. 
Magpi requires no contracts, no 
consultants, and no programmers: 
more than 99% of  its over 27,000 
users pay nothing and never require 
any technical support. After 
registering on their website you can 
immediately begin creating forms or 
sending SMS messages. Once 
created, forms can be deployed on 
Symbian phones, Android, and 
iPhone — or by basic SMS from any 
phone at all.  

"Magpi is a cloud-based platform 
developed by DataDyne that enables 
a user to collect data via mobile 
phone and tablet computers. The 
user creates a free account, designs 
data collection forms using Magpi’s 
web application, and downloads 
them to a compatible device. When 
the forms are filled in, the data is 
immediately uploaded to 
DataDyne’s servers and available for 
reporting and analysis. A variety of  
reporting, graphing, mapping and 
charting options are available. Data 
can be collected in offline mode as 
well. The data is secure, encrypted 
and password-protected." - USAID

Type of  data to collect:  Mix of  
quantitative and qualitative, long and short 
surveys, GPS location, mobile campaigns, 
emergency response, facility audits, one-time 
survey and reoccurring assessments. 
Complexity Level Supported: Medium-High. 

!Cost: 3 packages (Free, Pro @ $5000/year, 
Enterprise @ $10,000), Cost of  
smartphones/tablets for enumerators. 

!Software/Hardware Requirements: No 
server required - account includes access to 
Magpi Cloud server, no software download 
necessary, download Magpi app to survey 
device, supported 
devices for 
surveying: 
Android, 
iPhone, 
Blackberry, 
Symbian, and 
feature phones 
- must be Java 
Enabled. Note: Not 
compatible with Internet Explorer, best with 
Firefox, Chrome, or Safari.   

!
Connectivity Required: Internet 
connection to create and deploy surveys, 
WiFi or 3G connection for smartphones/
tablets to upload completed forms, any type 
of  cell connection for burner phones to 
receive and respond to short form surveys.   

Magpi  
Website: https://www.magpi.com/login/auth 
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Benefits 
• Send long surveys to an enumerator's device, or short surveys directly to beneficiaries 

through direct SMS messages.  

• Methods for surveying: by enumerator on a laptop, by email, by smartphone form, or by 
SMS (though this last option is somewhat more difficult, see limitations).  

• If  service is lost while a form is being uploaded, the upload will resume once service is 
available again. Likewise, all forms will be saved on the phone to await upload whenever 
service becomes available: important if  surveying respondents in remote areas with 
unreliable service.  

• Text-to-speech capabilities with Pro account for low literacy populations.  

• 86+ forums available with video and pdf  guides explaining all functions and capabilities 
of  the tool for users.  

• No technical knowledge required to create and deploy basic survey forms, with options 
for enhancing the logic and complexity of  surveys to meet different levels of  need.  

• Responses linked to GPS location can be viewed on Google Maps viewer which is 
integrated into the dashboard - each pin displays all form data. 

• Can schedule time and date of  SMS messages to be sent to specific users, as well as the 
frequency (e.g., you can send out a monthly 'reminder' text to a specific group of  
people). 

Magpi
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Who should use it:   

•Anyone looking to collect survey data with 
enough resources to train enumerators on the use of  Magpi on smartphones or 
tablets. 

• Small to large organizations with different resource levels can all benefit from the 3 
program options available, with a range of  options and levels of  complexity available.  

• Excellent for either one time surveys and evaluations or ongoing monitoring.   

• Must have the resources to maintain and update required devices(smartphone or 
tablet).  

 View Camfed and other Case Studies Here

Magpi

Limitations 
• Beneficiaries/community 

members cannot participate 
without either using an 
enumerator's phone, or 
receiving a text from the 
Magpi host account.  

• Responding to a survey via 
SMS message would require 
some basic instruction for 
most users - not a 
straightforward process.  

• Extra training of  field workers 
necessary on mobile survey 
deployment, especially if  they 
are unfamiliar with the survey 
devices.  

• Does not support 2-way SMS 
communication: free version 
cannot receive SMS messages 
that are not direct form 
responses.  

• Data analysis and 
visualization tools are very 
basic, and not particularly 
helpful for presentation of  
findings. However, data sets 
can be exported to Excel and 
analysis and visualization 
conducted from there. 

!

!

!

Magpi in the Education Sector: 
A Case Study by Camfed International 
 
 
22 Millers Yard, Mill Lane, Cambridge, CB2 1RQ, UK 
Tel. (+44) 01223 362648, http://uk.camfed.org/ 

 

!

!

!

Note:!Case!study!modified!by!DataDyne!staff!to!reflect!product!name!change!(from!EpiSurveyor!to!Magpi)!and!updated!figures.!

!
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Type of  data to collect: Direct from 
beneficiary, SMS messages, individual 
and tailored communications, 
quantitative data, short surveys, one-time 
and limited reoccurring assessments, 
mobile campaigns, emergency response, 
sensitive information. Complexity Level 
Supported: Low - Medium. 

!Cost: No monthly fees, users buy 
bundles of  credit (required to send texts). 
Everyone gets 1000 credits for free to 
start and then may buy bundles for $20, 
$40, $140, and $250.   

!Software/Hardware Requirements: 
No download required, data saved to 
TextIt cloud server. Android phone can 
be used for managing flows and 
campaigns from the field if  desired. No 
hardware requirements for survey 
recipients, SMS surveys can be received 
and responded to via any cellular phone.  

!Connectivity Required: Basic internet 
connection for creating, sending, 
monitoring flows and analyzing incoming 
data. Basic cell service for recipients.   

TextIt  
Website: http://textit.in/

Overview: 

TextIt is an SMS Messaging platform 
that allows users to build SMS 
campaigns visually. At the core of  
TextIt is its exclusive Flow engine. With 
Flows, anybody can set up or modify a 
complex SMS application without the 
need of  a programmer or expensive 
consulting company. Using a basic 
Android phone, you can launch your 
application instantly in any 
country while avoiding expensive set-up 
costs or external technical support. 
Automates SMS survey questions, 
responses, and follow up questions. 
Specific user answers will trigger a 
follow-up question, or informational 
text, that is tailored to their unique 
response.
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Benefits 
• Tutorials and an intuitive user-interface make learning the flow design process 

simple for most computer literate staff  members. Does not require technical 
knowledge. 

• Simulator allows flow designer to pre-test flow right away, before sending it out via 
SMS - cost-free way of  pre-testing survey design.  

• Flow design allows for extra flexibility in survey design.  

• Flows prevent invalid data entry by limiting possible responses and prompting the 
user to modify their response to ensure that it is in the indicated format. 

• Keywords/triggers forward urgent texts directly to local service provider; includes 
automated responses/forwarding/email/add and remove contacts from groups. Also 
can expire inactive contacts after a customizable amount of  time.  

• Two-way SMS messaging available. Messages can be sent directly to contacts outside 
of  a flow.  

• SMS reminders/information blasts can be scheduled and sent automatically to 
certain contacts/groups  

• Reverse billing can be set up on the account so that survey recipients do not have to 
pay for the texts they send in response.  

• Live data aggregation (or when mobile device connects to service). 

• Data is received in real-time and analyzed in real time, with simple but effective 
integrated data 
visualization 
tools.  

• Constantly 
being updated 
to introduce 
new features 
(IVR should be 
available soon)  

• Due to private nature of  SMS interaction, it is good for collecting data about 
sensitive subjects or from marginalized populations who might otherwise not feel 
comfortable speaking out.

TextIt
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Limitations 
• Survey length must be fairly limited to avoid 

survey fatigue (more likely if  you have to 
answer one question at a time in separate 
texts).  

• Requires basic literacy of  target population (or 
a literate friend or family member to act as 
proxy enumerator). 

• Not suitable for extensive evaluation activities.  
• If  there is unreliable cellular service or access 

to electricity, beneficiary participation may be 
impaired. 

• Does not support GPS, visual, or audio input. 
• Requires that all participants have consistent 

access to a mobile phone.   
• Must collect and aggregate all participants 

phone numbers before beginning process OR 
distribute GSM phone number to 
communities to contact if  they wish to “opt-
in”.

Who should use it:   

• Would be most useful for 
organizations conducting 
educational campaigns, 
wishing to collect some data 
about target beneficiaries, 
conducting short surveys. 
Could be used for basic 
ongoing monitoring activities 
in conjunction with other 
more rigorous monitoring 
tools and methods. Good for 
rapid collection of  data from 
large groups of  people 
dispersed over a large 
geographic area (to avoid 
sending field workers out if  
unnecessary).   

TextIt
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Type of  data to collect: Quantitative 
and some qualitative, longer surveys, one-
time or reoccurring assessments, audio/
visual data, GPS location, longitudinal 
tracking, facility audits. Complexity Level 
Supported: High. 

!Cost: Software is free and open-source. 
Cost of  setting up a server (if  collecting 
large amounts of  data), Cost of  Android 
phone or tablet devices, Cost to train 

users (consultant fees 
or employee time 
spent in self-training). 

!Software/Hardware 
Requirements: 
Dedicated cloud or 
local server, Android 
devices, Microsoft 
Excel, software 
downloads: ODK 
Build (form 

authoring), ODK Collect (mobile engine), 
ODK Aggregate (data server).   

!Connectivity Required: Basic internet 
connection for form uploading and 
downloading, 3G connection for 
enumerators to upload data (not required 
during data capture) , OR connect to a 
host computer via USB cable and upload 
data directly - no internet or 3G 
connection necessary. 

Overview: 

Open Data Kit (ODK) replaces paper forms with electronic forms on a smartphone 
or tablet. It's great for mobile workers (e.g., community health workers, census 
takers, forest monitors) who need to collect data quickly, accurately, off-line, and at 
scale. Besides collecting text and numbers, ODK can be used to take pictures, 
capture GPS location, scan barcodes, and even play videos. ODK tools are free and 
open-source and are used by tens of  thousands who have collected millions of  
forms. In this online questionnaire functions of  ODK Collect, ODK Briefcase, 
ODK Aggregate and Enketo (http://enketo.org/) have been integrated.

Open Data Kit 
Website: http://opendatakit.org/
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Benefits 
• Data exportable to Google Fusion tables, Google Earth & Maps  

• Can use built-in simple form application Build, or create Excel form and import it 
via XLSForm.  

• Includes complex form logic for longer, more detailed surveys. 

• Can record GPS survey locations and export data to Google Earth/Maps.  

• Forms can switch between multiple languages.  

• Because of  rapid data entry and built in validations, review of  collected data occurs 
much more quickly and allows enumerators to go back to respondents and clarify 
any unclear or incorrectly reported data during evaluation phase.  

• Supports various types of  data including: forms, photos, videos, audio, barcodes, and 
GPS.  

• Very adaptable, if  you have a staff  person familiar with coding.  

• Data can be uploaded without the internet, if  enumerators can connect devices to 
host computer via USB.  

• If  data is being uploaded via WiFi or cellular service, and service is interrupted, 

Open Data Kit
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Who should use it:   
Organizations with some technical capacity - either a trained IT staff  person who is 
capable of  setting up the 
system and training M&E 
staff  on the basics of  the 
program, or an outside 
consultant who will set up 
the system and program and 
conduct initial training with 
site staff. Best for long 
surveys, requiring multiple 
question/response types 
(Multiple Choice, Integer, 
Decimal, Range, etc.). 
Overall, because of  
investment of  time required 
to set up and train staff  on 
its use, should be adopted 
by organizations doing long-
term and recurring data 
collection or collecting large 
amounts of  data over a longer time-span. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
CASE STUDY: Survey of  Households in India, 
UCBerkeley

Open Data Kit
Limitations 

• Requires either some previous technical knowledge, or some significant training time 
in order to build comprehensive forms.  

• Must set up a dedicated server for every organization collecting unique data, and 
collect exported data for review by funders/partner organizations OR set up a cloud 
server for access by users in multiple geographic locations.  

• Making changes to surveys once they have been built can be complicated and time 
consuming, so it is best to ensure that the final version of  the survey is complete 
before designing the mobile version.  

• There have been issues with devices crashing with very long surveys.  
• The more complex the survey, the more time will be required to pre-test the digital 

version.  
• Requires ability to recharge device batteries, in the field, especially when conducting 

long surveys with multiple respondents.  
• Requires the presence of  an enumerator - does not reach beneficiary directly.  
• No SMS capabilities. 
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Type of  data to collect: Quantitative 
and some qualitative, longer surveys, one-
time or reoccurring 
assessments, audio/visual 
data, GPS location, 
longitudinal tracking, 
facility audits. 
Complexity Level 
Supported: Medium. 

!Cost: Free and open-
source software, No 
server costs. Cost of  
Android devices and staff  
time to learn tool. 

!Software/Hardware 
Requirements: No 
software download 
necessary, web hosted account, Microsoft 
Excel (for form authoring), Android 
device, ODK Collect app downloaded to 
device, cloud server included through 
FormHub. 

!Connectivity Required: Basic internet 
connection for form uploading and 

downloading, 3G connection for 
enumerators to upload data (not required 
during data capture) , OR connect to a 
host computer via USB cable and upload 
data directly - no internet or 3G 
connection necessary. 

FormHub 
Website: http://formhub.org/

Overview: 
FormHub is built on a belief  that data collection and analysis should be fast, flexible 
and reliable. And open source, of  course. 

Author surveys in Excel and have instant access on Android devices. No 
advanced technical skills required. Distribute surveys on an Android device or on the 
web. Data connection not needed. Live data aggregation. Built-in data visualization 
tools and mapping. 
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Benefits 
• Data can be collected via the web form or a mobile device  

• Limited data visualization tools integrated: maps, data tables, photo views; or export 
as Excel or CVS format to be analyzed with more complex data analysis programs.  

• Map pins display all of  the data collected at each point, with multiple view modes. 

• Designing forms in Excel allows for the creation of  complex, multi-lingual surveys.  

• XLSForm Syntax guide and active online support provide all of  the necessary 
training information for a computer literate staff  person to learn how to create 
simple to more complex surveys without extra training.  

• Live data aggregation (or when mobile device connects to service). 

• Allows certain data sets to be publicly viewable so that any information that is useful 
and relevant to similar organizations are 
openly accessible - including all photos 
and mapping data.  

• Not necessary to set up a separate server, 
data collected on FormHub’s secure 
server. 

OVERLAP WITH ODK:  

• Rapid data entry and built in validations. 

• Supports the following data types: forms, 
photos, videos, audio, barcodes, and GPS.  

• Very adaptable, if  you have a staff  person 
familiar with coding.  

• Data can be uploaded without the 
internet, if  enumerators can connect 
devices to host computer via USB.  

• If  data is being uploaded via WiFi or 
cellular service, and service is interrupted, 
upload will resume when connection is 
resumed.

FormHub
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Who should use it:   
Organizations with some 
technical capacity - either 
a trained IT staff  person 
who is capable of  setting 
up the system and training 
M&E staff  on the basics 
of  the program, or an 
outside consultant who 
will set up the system and 
program and conduct 
initial training with site 
staff.  

NOTE: technical 
expertise required is SLIGHTLY lower than Open Data Kit tools alone, because it 
does not require the set-up of  a server, and some slightly more advance analytic tools 
exist already built into the platform. Best for long surveys, requiring multiple question/
response types (Multiple Choice, Integer, Decimal, Range, etc.). 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Ghana Case Study: Using Technology for Education 
Sector Spatial Planning.

FormHub
Limitations 

• No SMS capabilities  
• Requires the use of  an enumerator for: administering surveys OR explaining the 

participatory process 
• Extra training of  field workers necessary on mobile survey deployment, especially if  

they are unfamiliar with the survey devices.  
• Some technical knowledge necessary for form building and integration with ODK 

Collect, especially with Excel.  
OVERLAP WITH ODK:  

• Making changes to surveys once they have been built can be complicated and time 
consuming, so it is best to ensure that the final version of  the survey is complete 
before designing the mobile version.  

• There have been issues with devices crashing with very long surveys.  
• The more complex the survey, the more time will be required to pre-test the digital 

version.  
• Requires ability to recharge device batteries, in the field, especially when 

conducting long surveys with multiple respondents.  
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Type of  data to collect: Originally 
designed as an mHealth application as a 
case management program. Can be 
adapted to collect quantitative data for 
reoccurring assessments in other sectors 
as well, but ideal for longitudinal tracking 
and case 
management. 
Complexity Level 
Supported: High. 

!Cost: Free for pilot 
phase, up to 50 
mobile workers 
supported, but no 
SMS capabilities 
(among other 
limitations). Monthly 
subscriptions, Standard Plan= $100/
month. Cost of  devices. See all plans:  

http://www.commcarehq.org/software-
plans/ 

!

Software/Hardware Requirements: 
Java enabled featured phone or Android 
device, cloud server included through 
Dimagi, CommCare software available 
for multiple users through their web 
portal (no download necessary). 

!Connectivity Required:  Basic internet 
connection for form creation and data 
management, Basic cellular connection 
or WiFi for data syncing from devices - 
though not required to collect data in the 
field. 

CommCare 
Website:  http://www.commcarehq.org/home/ 

Overview: 
CommCare is a mobile application that runs on feature phones or smart phones 
and can be used to collect data, track people or other entities, and guide responders 
through procedures or protocols. CommCare applications can incorporate images, 
audio clips, and videos to enhance communication. CommCare Mobile sends data 
over standard phone networks for inspection on the web in real-time. With complex 
form logic and data validation, CommCare supports a variety of  projects, from 
simple surveys to complex counseling forms.
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CommCare
Benefits 

• Supports longitudinal client tracking, good for individual case management.  

• Designed for low literate users, integrating audio and visual features directly into 
forms and surveys.  

• Once program is downloaded to the phone, it will run offline when cellular or 
internet connections are not available.  

• User-friendly application builder - based on ODK platform, but does not require the 
use of  Excel. Users sign into CommCare account and design and create forms with 
all of  the same ODK operations including skip logic, then send forms directly to 
mobile phones.  

•No programming expertise 
or training necessary  

•Collect GPS location data. 

•Can include interactive 
counseling messages - while 
enumerators are collecting 
data about an individual, 
play audio and visual 
messages integrated into the 
form to provide helpful 
information for the 
beneficiary.  

• Generates pre-canned reports to provide actionable insights for project managers: 
including form submissions, form completion times, and client activity - meant to 
identify strengths and weaknesses of  frontline workers (this is mainly useful in the 
mHealth field).  

• Pro version supports outbound SMS messaging, advanced role-based access, and 
direct email support as well as cross-project reports.  

• Extensive Wiki page with tutorials and pages explaining in detail each feature of  the 
program.
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Limitations 
• SMS messaging, and direct 

email support are not 
available in the free version.  

• No mapping visualization 
tools built-in  

• Without paying for advanced 
subscriptions, or a staff  
person who knows program 
design the format may be too 
rigid for some users, as it is 
designed for mobile health 
worker case management, 
and would require some 
creativity and problem solving 
to be adapted to a different 
field or less specific use.  

• Despite the user-friendly app 
builder, this still requires a fair 
amount of  staff  time to learn 
if  they do not have basic 
technical skills or experience 
designing mobile surveys 
through other applications.  

• Requires the presence of  an 
enumerator who must be 
trained on survey deployment 
using whichever device you 
choose to use; does not allow 
for direct interaction with the 
beneficiary.  

• The more complex the survey, 
the more time will be 
required to pre-test the digital 
version.  

• Requires ability to frequently 
recharge batteries, especially 
when conducting long surveys 
with multiple respondents.  

• User Interface is designed for 
specific mHealth projects and 
includes many extra sections 
and tabs that are not useful 
for all types of  projects and 
could overwhelm new users. Comm-Care and Accredited Social Health 

Activist (ASHA) Case Study in India.

Who should use it:   
Designed for mHealth frontline workers to collect 
patient data for case management and 
longitudinal tracking. Because there are pre-
existing openly available forms already created for 
this field, this tool is most helpful for development 
organizations working in the health sector. 
However, it could be adapted for other uses,  for 
collecting long-term monitoring data around 
specific beneficiaries. Form Builder App is more 
user friendly and intuitive than Excel - XLSForm, 
and could be used independently of  all other built 
in features to deploy simple to complex surveys 
with GPS and multimedia integration.   

Humanitarian Nomad, suggests other 
potential uses for CommCare:  * Collect, report, 
and update data from Rapid Assessment forms to 
be shared across programs and organizations. * 
Register and establish an ongoing record of  
displaced people and refugees both in urban and 
rural settlements. * Provide support for cash-for-
work or voucher programs by tracking individuals 
and their account balances. * Populate a library 
of  clinical protocols for responders to receive step-
by-step guidance when needed. * 

CommCare
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Type of  data to collect: Quantitative, 
baseline data, patient interviews, facility 
audits, reoccurring assessments, long and 
short surveys, longitudinal studies. 
Complexity Level Supported: High. 

!Cost: Cost of  devices; Software usage 
plans, 2 payment options - Pay as you go, 
based on the amount of  data transmitted 
per device (example 1000 credits = $10, 1 
credit per standard field, 50 credits per 
multimedia field); OR Device License 
billing option, based on the number of  
devices linked to your account (must 
purchase a minimum of  10 licenses for a 
period of  12 months after which may 
terminate usage with one month's notice 
@ approx. $24 per device per month). 

See payment options: http://
www.mobenzi.com/researcher/Pricing/
Usage  

!Software/Hardware Requirements:  
No software download, no server 
requirement. Functions on Java enabled 
feature phones, Blackberry, and Android 
devices. 

!Connectivity Required:   Basic 
internet connection for form creation and 
data management, Basic cellular 
connection or WiFi for data syncing from 
devices - though not required to collect 
data in the field.

Mobenzi Researcher 
Website:  http://www.mobenzi.com/researcher/home 

Overview: 
Mobenzi Researcher provides mobile 
data capture solutions on simple 
phones and high-end handsets based 
on a pay as you use service charge. 
Mobenzi Researcher can be deployed 
on over 300 mobile models, capture 
data without network coverage, 
supports any language (UTF-16 
compliant) and can capture images 
and GPS points. Mobenzi Researcher 
also includes a web console and open 
platform API with the ability to 
export in CSV, XML and JSON 
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Benefits 
•Good for low connectivity areas: collect data, save to 
device when there is no cellular service, upload to cloud 
when service returns.  

•Multilingual forms supported.  

•Supports integration and collection of  photos, videos, 
audio, barcodes, and GPS location information.  

•Survey design application hosted on web portal, with 
intuitive design features which do not require any 
technical knowledge (no need for Excel or XLSForms), 
includes options for complex survey logic such as skip 
logic.  

•Integrated reports allow submissions to be visualized and 
monitored as they arrive from the field. When more 
complex analysis is required, data can be exported in 

standard formats or accessed programmatically via the API.  

• Filtering capabilities allow you to segment data based on standard fields; create 
filters based on questions taken from the survey to generate custom datasets which 
can be browsed online, exported or charted; Save these filters to reuse later or share 
with colleague, configure reports and share them on the web (with optional password 
protection) to provide access to collected data, whilst maintaining full control of  
what data are included.  

• Integrated mapping allows automatic geocoding and plotting of  submissions; maps 
are interactive and can be combined with filters to gain spatial insights without 
complex GIS products.  

• Supports multiple users with granular permission settings to involve all stakeholders. 
Create multiple studies, projects or departments and configure roles and access 
rights appropriately.  

• Set up triggers that fire when certain data is received/modified/deleted to initiate 
workflows, generate automated alerts, run custom validations, etc.  

• Comprehensive "Help Center" and user community available for troubleshooting 
and guiding user through different stages of  survey design, deployment, and analysis. 

Mobenzi Researcher
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Case Study: South African National PMTCT Evaluation

Mobenzi Researcher
Limitations 

• Complex and inflexible cost structure.  
• No SMS capabilities.  
• Requires the presence of  an enumerator, no direct 

communication with beneficiaries.  
• Extra training of  field workers necessary on mobile 

survey deployment, especially if  they are unfamiliar 
with the survey devices.  

• Once surveys have been deployed you cannot make 
changes to any of  the fields without either deleting 
previously submitted responses, editing, and 
redeploying or duplicating the survey and submitting 
as a second survey.  

• Built for larger organizations with many field workers, 
multiple projects, multiple devices, and complex data 
collection methods - so user interface is overwhelming 
for smaller organizations with fewer needs.  

• Not suitable for qualitative data  
• Complex surveys with multimedia use up battery life 

of  phones and will require intermittent phone 
charging. 

Who should use it:   

Larger organizations 
looking to collect 
baseline data and 
ongoing monitoring 
activities with a 
minimum of  10 
enumerators/ field 
workers. The cost and 
ability to support highly 
complex surveys and 
other data gathering 
methodologies are worth 
it for long-term multi-
user assessments - not 
suitable for small 
organizations doing one-
off  assessments, which 
could make do with 
much simpler software. 
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Overview: 
EpiCollect.net provides a web 
hosted project application 
engine for the generation of  
forms and freely hosted project 
websites (using Google's 
AppEngine). EpiCollect is 
open-source and supports the 
Android and iOS mobile 
operating system. It provides 
the ability to view, analyze, and 
export data from the project 
web site in XML and map 
based formats. Reports and 
maps can be viewed on the 
device.

Type of  data to collect: 
Quantitative data, simple short or 
long surveys, one time survey and 
reoccurring assessment, GPS 
location data.  

Complexity Level Supported: Low 
- Medium. 

!Cost: Software is free and open-
source. Cost of  Android or iOS 
devices. 

!Software/Hardware Requirements: 
No software download necessary, Android 
or iOS devices for deploying surveys, data 
hosted on Google's AppEngine server (in 
the cloud).    

!

Connectivity Required:  Basic internet 
connection for form creation and data 
management, Basic cellular connection 
or WiFi for data syncing from devices - 
though not required to collect data in the 
field.

EpiCollect 
Website:  http://www.epicollect.net/ 
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EpiCollect
Benefits 

• Free and simple software that requires no 
technical expertise to set up.  

• Intuitive user design of  both the web portal 
and device applications.  

• Data can be collected in the field, saved to 
device, and uploaded to server at any time that 
a connection/cellular service is available; and 
if  a sync is interrupted it will automatically 
resume when service is found with no data loss.  

• Takes less than an hour to create a simple form 
for anyone without technical experience.  

• GPS location data can be collected and data 
analyzed on Google Earth or Google Maps 
which is integrated into the dashboard.
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EpiCollect

Limitations 
• Capabilities that are not available: SMS 

messaging, skip logic, creation of  sub-forms, 
mandatory questions, multiple languages, audio 
or video input.  

• Requires the presence of  an enumerator, does not 
allow for direct interaction with beneficiaries  

• Not compatible with feature phones, so can be 
more expensive and less accessible for resource 
constrained organizations.  

• For users who are not familiar with smartphones/
tablets, this will require extra training and 
adjustment period as well as extra time for field 
testing.  

• Battery life of  compatible devices may not last as 
long as simpler devices and require more frequent 
charging.  

• Very limited data analysis tools will require that 
data sets be exported in either XLS or CSV 
format, and as a result, data analysis skills and 
programs will be required for sophisticated 
understanding of  collected data.

Who should use it:   

Small organizations in more 
developed areas doing short 
surveys or simple ongoing 
assessments with limited data 
collection requirements 
could benefit from the 
simplicity of  this program. 
EpiCollect is not robust 
enough for in depth 
monitoring or evaluation 
activities, and because it is 
only compatible with 
Android or iOS devices, 
would be more appropriate 
for fast deployment of  simple 
surveys in an organization 
already in possession of  these 
devices. 
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Type of  data to collect: All levels of  
data collection supported, from small 
student-led research projects to large, long-
term assessments of  international 
development projects. One time surveys 
with simple to 
intermediary 
levels of  
complexity; 
ongoing 
assessments; 
quantitative, 
audio, visual, 
and GPS 
location data. 
Complexity 
Level Supported: 
Low - High. 

Cost: All software is free and open-source, 
no download necessary. Cost of  Android 
devices for data collection. Cost of  setting 
up an additional server IF data collection is 
suffiently large. 

!!Software/Hardware Requirements: 
Local server, Android devices for deploying 
surveys. Toolbox tools all web-hosted, no 
downloads required, they include: KoBo 
Form, KoBo Collect, KoBo Sync, and 
KoBo Map. Firefox browser required for 
optimum compatibility with Form Builder. 
Adequate server capacity for data storage.    

!!Connectivity Required:  Basic internet 
connection for form creation and data 
management, Basic cellular connection or 
WiFi for data syncing from devices - 
though not required to collect data in the 
field.

Overview: 
KoBo is a new tool quickly gaining 
momentum. Developed by the 
Harvard Humanitarian Initiative, the 
free tool is a customized combination 
of  Purc Forms, ODK Collect, and 
other open source software. Kobo is a 
free and open source digital data 
collection system, with a future 
mapping and visualization application 
in development. Kobo supports a web 
based and Android data collection 
system which includes an offline form 
builder application. Kobo can export 
to CSV.

KoBo 
Website:  http://www.kobotoolbox.org 
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Benefits 
• Intuitive user interface makes survey and form design fairly easy for users without 

technical expertise.  

• Available capabilities include: picture, video, audio, barcode, and GPS location 
information.  

• KoBo Collect is based on the ODK Collect platform, which makes it familiar to 
many users who have used ODK for data collection.   

• The user/organization can choose to use from any of  the tools in the toolkit that 
they find most helpful, and because of  open source nature of  these tools they are 
constantly being updated and new features are being added - KoBo benefits from 
updates to ODK platform as well.  

• Though the Forms builder is designed to be used in a web browser, you can 
download the program to a desktop if  you need to be able to work offline.  

• Because data is stored in a local server, it is available when there is no internet 
connectivity.

KoBo
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Case Study: Developing 
Liberia's Corridors Project

Limitations 
• SMS messaging not available  
• Requires the presence of  an enumerator, 

does not reach beneficiary directly.  
• Android device requirement excludes 

some organizations from collecting data 
with this device and increases the cost of  
maintenance of  data collection devices.  

• Although data can be collected and 
saved to device when there is no cellular 
service or WiFi, if  the sync process has 
begun and service is interrupted, the 
sync will not resume when service 
returns.  

• Limited data analysis and visualization 
tools, data only exportable in CSV 
format.  

• Because the data that is collected is not 
stored in the cloud, if  you are collecting 
large amounts of  data you will need to 
set up an additional server, which 
requires technical expertise and financial 
resources.  

• Data will need to be exported/reported 
to stakeholders who do not have access to 
the data server.

KoBo
Who should use it:   
This program will be of  greatest 
benefit to organizations that are 
looking to store their data locally, do 
not have various stakeholders 
requiring access to incoming and 
ongoing data, and have unreliable 
access to the internet and cellular 
service. Good for both small and 
large organizations with limited 
technical capacity for designing, 
formatting, and converting Excel 
forms, but instead require a user-
friendly dashboard with simple 
survey design features that allow for 
more complex logic when required. 
Must have reasonable access to 
Android devices and have budget for 
training and maintenance with these 
devices. Good for monitoring 
activities and some evaluation 
activities. 
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Implementation Guide
After you’ve settled on a mobile tool or set of  tools, you are ready to begin 

the Implementation Process. !!
1. Choose, procure, and set up your devices (mobile phones and/or tablets) !
• If  you only require basic burner phones or feature phones, research which are the most 

commonly used and available options in your region and purchase those for fast and easy 
adoption. !

• If  smartphones or tablets are required follow the same process as above, but be sure to find 
a vendor in your area who will also be available to help with basic set up or trouble shooting 
with the devices. !

• If  purchasing many devices, label and inventory each device, it’s battery and SIM cards. 
Each device should be associated with a specific staff  member or data collector who will be 
responsible for a specific phone or tablet. Establish a policy for maintaining devices 
including clear statements about consequences for damage, breakage, loss, and theft of  
devices BEFORE they are distributed to data collectors. !

• Set-up devices and load necessary applications, testing each briefly to ensure full and proper 
functionality. !!

2. Purchase credit, engage with cellular providers, choose data packages !
• If  you are using a tool that allows for sending or receiving of  text messages, you will either 

have to set up an account and purchase credit through an online messaging service (such as 
Twilio or Clickatell) or purchase credit from a local provider. !

• For bulk messaging campaigns, consider negotiating and purchasing a bulk messaging 
package directly from a local provider. Also consider whether you would like to include an 
option to reverse charges so that beneficiaries will not be charged for responding to texts. !

• If  using smart phones or tablets, calculate projected data usage and research local providers 
and packages. Also research their coverage in association with the areas where you will be 
collecting data – which provider has the best coverage for the geographic area where you 
will be collecting data? In many cases, options will be limited to a handful of  providers, so 
take the time to compare your options. !
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3. Design and Build your Mobile Forms !
• Acclimate yourself  to the user interface of  your new mobile data collection program. If  

you are building forms in Excel, make sure you understand the functions that you can use 
and that can be converted into a mobile form. This is when you should be using the 
available tutorials and reading through user forums to test out the functions of  your form 
builder. !

• In many cases you may want to design your survey/form/questionnaire as a paper version 
first and then convert it to digital format, including skip logic where possible to streamline 
the new form. !

• Remember: Only ask the most important questions to gather the data that you really need 
– survey fatigue is very real, and collecting and analyzing superfluous data is inefficient and 
can distract from the ultimate purpose of  your monitoring or evaluation project. Cut and 
trim your form until it contains only the most relevant questions to measure the most 
appropriate indicators. !

• Make sure to test the available formats before you design an entire survey on paper, 
depending on the tool you choose, some formats may not be available (GPS data, sub-
questions, skip logic, if-then logic, table formats, etc.) !

• Limit open-ended questions – where appropriate you may want to use pen and paper or 
digital recording devices to record these questions and answers to be transcribed and 
analyzed separately. !!

4. Pilot-Testing !
• This is the most important phase and could even be conducted on a much smaller scale 

before all of  the devices are purchased and any contracts are signed or large investments 
are made in training staff. If  you can test your tool and programs with one phone in a 
small-scale pre-test you should be able to discover whether there are any major barriers to 
the adoption of  that specific tool or whether it is possible to proceed and launch a full 
pilot-test. !

• Testing the technology can be done with office staff, and does not necessarily 
require going into the field and surveying beneficiaries. This phase should take no 
more than 3 days to test and address any issues that arise. !

• During the pilot you are testing both the survey design itself  as well as the usability and 
functionality of  the devices. !

• Do the survey format and questions make sense?
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• Are you able to open all programs, load forms, populate forms, and upload data to !
• Are there any major connectivity issues that need to be addressed? !
• Are all devices and programs functioning properly? !
• Are there issues with battery life? Do you have alternate means for charging in the 

field? !
• Make sure that you have a system in place for reporting errors and challenges and plenty of  

time to debrief  with field staff  at the end of  each testing day. !
• Address any technical issues that arise, refine your surveys and forms, and conduct ongoing 

troubleshooting with field staff. !
• This phase should last 3-7 days depending on complexity of  tools and forms, capacity of  

field staff, and complexity of  the survey. !
• After all revisions and modifications have been made, delete all of  the old survey versions 

and clear test-pilot data from server. Make sure that all the most up-to-date versions of  
forms are then loaded onto your devices. !!

5. Roll out of  full scale monitoring project or evaluation !
• As with any data collection efforts, have staff  available to help troubleshoot and address 

unforeseen complications as they arise. !
• Plan regular debriefing sessions and ensure that all data is being uploaded at regular 

intervals. Also review data periodically as it comes in to make sure that it is clean and to 
catch any inaccuracies or mistakes while staff  are still in the field, so that they can revise the 
information during the initial data collection phase. !

• The benefit here is that, with proper monitoring, you can catch errors as they come 
in while you still have staff  in the field so that they can be corrected. With 
traditional paper methods you would likely not catch these errors until staff  had 
returned to the office and begun the digitization or analysis process, when it might 
be too late to resolve the issue. !

• Have a procedure in place for reporting and recording technical issues or other difficulties 
that arise during data collection so that these can be addressed and resolved and noted for 
future data collection efforts.
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6. Data Analysis, Visualization, and Sharing !
• Many of  the tools will include some basic data analysis and visualization tools built into the 

platforms. These can be a great starting point, but will often not be robust enough to draw 
high level inferences from. However, some of  the basic analysis can be done within the 
program and prepared to share with different stakeholders who participated in the process. !

• Exporting data to Excel is usually the standard procedure. At this point, if  you have an 
evaluation specialist or data analyst in house they can import these data sets to Excel or 
another tool such as SPSS or R. Depending on the quantity and complexity of  the data 
collected, you may also consider outsourcing the analysis to a consultant. !

• For those tools that store data on a cloud server, data can then be shared with partner 
organizations or outside consultants in geographically disparate locations with ease and 
clarity in order to aid in the analysis process or simply to add to the pool of  knowledge in 
your network. The ability to quickly and efficiently share data and information in an 
extremely cost-effective way is a huge bonus to integrating mobiles into your data collection 
efforts. !

• Finally – don’t forget to close the feedback loop! Share your findings with your beneficiaries 
and the communities from which you collected the data!
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Glossary of  Terms
2G: Cellular network signal providing basic connection for making phone calls and 
sending text messages. Does not allow internet access. 
	  
3G: Cellular network signal providing connections for all basic burner phones AND 
Java-enabled phones, allows for some internet access, though connections are limited 
and can be slow - cannot reliably process large data transfers of  audio or image files. 
	  
4G: Cellular network signal required for use of  smartphones and tablet devices, 
necessary for streaming multimedia. LTE allows for the same type of  connection at a 
faster speed. 
	  
API: an abbreviation of  application program interface. API is a set of  routines, 
protocols, and tools for building software applications. 
	  
Burner Phone: A prepaid mobile phone is a mobile phone for which credit is 
purchased in advance of  service use. The purchased credit is used to pay for mobile 
phone services at the point the service is accessed or consumed. Used here to describe 
low-cost phones which are used for making phone calls and sending text messages, but 
which are not used to connect to the internet. 
	  
Connectivity: Ability to connect to a specific type of  cellular network or internet 
connection. Low connectivity areas do not have reliable access either to cellular service 
or internet service.  
	  
CSV: an abbreviation of   Comma Separated Values. A type of  data format in which 
each piece of  data is separated by a comma. This is a popular format for transferring 
data from one application to another, because most database systems are able to import 
and export comma-delimited data. 
	  
Enumerator: In this case refers to a data collector, or staff  person collecting 
information from beneficiaries/respondents via paper form or mobile device. 
	  
Feature Phone: a mobile phone that incorporates features such as the ability to 
access the Internet and store and play music but lacks the advanced functionality of  a 
smartphone. 
	  
GSM Modem:  A GSM modem is a specialized type of  modem which accepts a SIM
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card, and operates over a subscription to a mobile operator, just like a mobile phone. 
From the mobile operator perspective, a GSM modem looks just like a mobile phone. 
When a GSM modem is connected to a computer, this allows the computer to use the 
GSM modem to communicate over the mobile network.  While these GSM modems 
are most frequently used to provide mobile internet connectivity, many of  them can also 
be used for sending and receiving SMS and MMS messages. 
	  
IVR: an abbreviation for interactive voice response, a telephony technology in which 
someone uses a touch-tone telephone to interact with a database to acquire information 
from or enter data into the database. IVR technology does not require human 
interaction over the telephone as the user's interaction with the database is 
predetermined by what the IVR system will allow the user access to. 
	  
Java-enabled: can run Java, a popular operating system for a feature phone and 
some smartphones. 
	  
Keywords/Triggers: pre-define terms which when received as an SMS response will 
trigger a specific set of  automated actions to occur. For example, if  a respondent sends a 
text with the word "abuse", the message can be triggered to send an automated email or 
forward the message to a community social worker who can respond and provide 
information and assistance. Alternatively these keywords can be used to filter 
respondents into specific groups such as "Community A" or "HIV+ Pregnant Mothers".  
	  
mHealth: is an abbreviation for mobile health, a term used for the practice of  
medicine and public health supported by mobile devices. 
	  
Open Source: denoting software for which the original source code is made freely 
available and may be redistributed and modified. Open source software is software that 
can be freely used, changed, and shared (in modified or unmodified form) by anyone. 
Open source software is made by many people, and distributed under licenses that 
comply with the Open Source Definition. 
	  
Server: a computer or computer program that manages access to a centralized 
resource or service in a network. 

• Dedicated: A server that is set up in one physical location, usually on a specific 
computer in the central office of  the organization. If  this server loses power, access 
to the data stored on that server will be unavailable. Additionally, on these physical 
servers located in an office, only by being connected to the office network will you 
be able to access the data stored on that server.  

• Cloud: Functionally equivalent to a dedicated physical server, but available by 
logging on to an internet hosted site. Data will be available from any geographic 
location with the proper login credentials. Much less likely to go offline	
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Skip Logic: Instructions programmed into a mobile-based questionnaire that will 
present a different series of  questions to the user based on a previous response. Also 
known as conditional branching.  
	  
SMS: Short message service. System for sending short messages of  a fixed length—
traditionally a maximum of  160 characters in English, with other lengths in other 
languages 
	  
Virtual Phone Number: also known as DID or access number, it is a telephone 
number without a directly associated telephone line. Usually these numbers are 
programmed to forward incoming calls to one of  the pre-set telephone numbers chosen 
by the client; either Fixed, Mobile or VoIP. A virtual number can work like a gateway 
between traditional calls (PSTN) and VOIP.  
	  
Web-based Aggregator: aggregators provide connectivity between carrier networks 
and mobile service providers. A content aggregator uses the Internet as the distribution 
medium. Most content aggregators are Web aggregators. It is a web-based and installed 
application that aggregates related (frequently updated) content, from various Internet 
sources and consolidates it in one place for viewing - in this case incoming SMS 
messages. 
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